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Time: 20 min.
( PART-A: Objectiye)

Marks: 20

Choose the correct answer from the following:

1. Value has been derived from Latin word which means
a. velere b. velera
c. ahimsa d. Enthusiasm

lx20=20

2. Which one is the Human Basic Values
a. Attitude
c. Non -violence

b. Behaviors
d. Personality

3. 'Where the teacher becomes one with his own studies students can have goodness of
learning and the mind also gross into completeness' who said this?
a. Rabindra nath Tagor b. Mahatma Gandhi
c. Gordan Allport d. Jules Henry

4. Which value is related with Human personality
a. Moral Value b. Social value
c. Religious value d. Democratic value

5. Religious Value provide peace
a. Social
c. Physical

b. Intellectual
d.Mental

6. Which commission gives suggestions on religious and moral value
a. Kothari commission b. Radhakrishna commission
c. Secondary commission d. National policy of education

7. Co-curricular activity for student to be practiced in school are related with
a. Group activity b. Classroom control
c. Goodness d. Non-violence activity

8. Peace education creates human
a. Consciousness
c. Goodness

b. helpfulness
d. Personality

9. Terrorism is not link to
a. Social education
c. Individual

b. Internal
d. Low Education
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10. Which one is physical value
a. Health
c. Community

b.Money
d. Psychological

11. The word Aesthetic value has been derived from Greek word ..
a. Aesthetica b. Aesthetika
c. Aesthetic d. Asthetic

12. Democratic value develops among the people
a. We feeling b. Finite value
c. Powerful instrument d. Religious feeling

13 helps in improving our attitude through discovering basic motives such as self
preservation, anger, fear and love
a. Self motivation
c. Self enthusiasm

b. Self visualization
d. Self actualization

14. What are the most important values to live our life
a. Appreciation b. Gratitude
c. Effort d. All the above

15 .is a co -curricular activity
a. Books
c. Journals

b. Prayer
d. Internet

16. Mahatma Gandhi stated that deadly problem or sign which are completed by individual
in society like .....
a. People with right value
c. Religion without sacrifice

17. The main work of Terrorism is
a. Sympathy
c. Killing

18. Value conflict is process
a. Continuous
c. Universal

19. Which are the conflict resolution scenario
a. Wealth without work
c. Science without humanity

20. Honesty is
a. External value
c. Internal value

b. Peace with harmony
d. Success and life

b. kindness
d. Non -violence

b. Comprehensive
d. Cooperative

b. Violence without peace
d. Smooth over the conflict

b. Non- violence value
d. Religious value
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( PART-B : Descriptive)
Time: 2 hrs. 40 min. Marks: 50

[Answer question no.1& anyfour (4) from the rest]

1. Write about the status of value education in the curriculum. What are 5+5=10
the major recommendations given by National Curriculum
Framework for school Education 2000? (NCERT).

2. How we inculcate peace education among the students? What is the 4+6=10
status of peace education in the curriculum?

3. Explain the relationship between social economic status and value. 10

4. What is value? Write two characteristics of value. What are the
characteristics of Value?

2+2+6
=10

5. What is Terrorism? Discuss the relationship between value conflict and 2/8=10
terrorism.

6. Describe the need and importance of value education in 21st Century. 10

7. What do you mean by Democratic Value? What are the Principles of
Democratic Value? How we can inculcate Democratic value among the
students ..

2+2+6
=10

8. Show the relationship between value and attitude towards life. Describe 5+5=10
briefly the relationship between value and life.
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